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ABSTRACT 

Big data is the field that is playing vital role in almost every application most probably in business, 

organizations, health and many more. The paper presents the scope of big data in various fields. One of them is 

the insurance industry which runs on data, success of any model depends on analyzing the data to make 

profitable decisions. Based on data of insurance of different countries comparison is made in various claims. 

The big data tools hadoop and spark used for analyzing the data making future perceptions and its comparison.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The world without data seems to be the world without information and knowledge. Data available in excess is 

creating large problems to us. Big data is a field that has been attracting more and more researcher towards it 

varying from business to administration. It refers to data set that is complex enough and can be mined for 

further knowledge. Process of extracting useful information is known as big data analytic. They help in making 

decisions by analyzing large amount of data. Data available can be structured that can be analyzed easily or 

unstructured that is complex like review data. 

II. FIELDS 

 

The job of data analyst depends on data on which they have to work. The data of one field can be applicable for 

the development of other field.  

BDA Big data analytics is a software application which analysis massive data. Such applications are firstly 

developed taking small data sets in pseudo-cloud and then deploying at large cloud with large data. These type 

of data includes running data from traffic, games, stocks or from rapidly growing systems. CF4BDA is a 

conceptual framework that help researchers to identify various opportunities in well structured manner and 

implementing it in cloud.[1] 

Business: Data is the major part based on which decisions are made in business analysis. Analysts review 

purchase data and helps customers to decide what kinds of improvements required to meet their customers’ 

needs. Big data helps businesses efficient, detect errors by studying real time data. Here is an example of retail 

industry, a brief demonstration for various functions of Big Data in many commercial activities. The following 

statistics 267 million transactions are made every day in Wal-Mart’s 6000 worldwide stores. [20] 
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E-Commerce: Data analyst helps a company improving customer service by studying how they feel about 

products of company through reviews, comments, and suggestions. Predictive modeling techniques are used by 

many commercial websites for suggesting similar options when users want to browse products. Trends in 

purchasing or traffic of websites are also searched by data analyst. 

Finance: Transaction data related to credit or debit card, account data and market data are examples of financial 

big data. Analysis of transaction data can be used to detect fraud activities. Investment portfolios are monitored 

and altered by them so that risk can be compensated and price changes. 

Government: Vast data about the constituents of government is collected, but policies and security concerns or 

policies do not allow them from sharing such data. However, using big data can serve for improving policy 

decisions. For example, use of data to fill tax or any other forms for government constituents. Data analysts 

studies constituent’s levels by monitoring social sites. 

Science: Large amount of datasets are produced in various fields of science. For example, a zoologist studies 

about some new species and their properties about how they do various activities and their features. Data 

Analyst records all the data related to it and makes decisions to it. It is possible that the location varies from 

where the research is done and where the analyst does its activity. Various other areas of science, includes 

physics, chemistry, and biology, where work is done based on logics and analysis on huge datasets. 

Social networking: Data analyst specializes on the data collected on social websites. They gather large data 

which includes comments, pictures, and videos from sites. Sorting such data, the analysts studies the 

preferences made by users that help in creating advertisements and better services to the users. And as 

networking is growing continuously, the work starts on finding new ways to use such a large data. A huge 

amount of data from social websites and other GPS services is personal location data. Even many nonhuman 

objects, such as packages or shipping containers, have location data that are used for tracking. These help in 

making better business related decisions and for effective advertisements. 

Telecommunications: As the use of smart phones is increasing, the amount of big data in the field of 

telecommunications has increased very vast. Using smart phones, users preferences through their various 

actions and can be used for tracking user location through GPS data. This processing allows analysts who are 

working for telecommunications companies to improve their services to their respective customers’ preferences, 

based on the usage of phone. Analysts also minimize drop calls and many other problems by studying large 

amount of datasets. 

Politics: Politicians rely on polling data and ratings of approval, which were traditionally numerical. Now, 

however, analysts gather public sentiment data from comments on social networking and other websites. 

Smart meters: Smart meters are installed on different kinds of equipment, such as cars and electric meters. The 

performance of equipment is transmitted by meters. Data analysts examine this data to determine the cause of 

any malfunctions and help prevent future ones. 

Agriculture: A biotechnology firm uses sensor data to optimize crop efficiency. Test crops are planted and 

simulations made to measure the reaction of plants and changes according to various conditions. Its data 

constantly adjusts to various change in attributes, including temperature, water levels, soil composition, growth 

and sequencing of genes of each plant in the test bed. These simulations allow it to discover the optimal 

environmental conditions for specific gene types. 
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Learning: Variety of ways possible through which learning can be analyzed. Performance of student is 

predicted by analyzing the interaction with others. Attrition risk is detected at the right time and retains the 

student. Visual reports of educational data created for easily identifying trends. Intelligent feedback provided 

which eventually improves the performance. Recommending courses according to the interest ensuring no 

misguiding and planning schedules    [19]. 

Scientific research: Scientific data in the field of bioinformatics, meteorology, astronomy based on discovery, 

probe the knowledge for simulation. For instances, large number of images of universe are generated by a 

sophisticated telescope is regarded as digital camera. Data collected by images is in a very huge amount. 

Astronomer utilizes such facilities for computing and advanced analysis methods to investigate the universe 

from where it has been origin.  

Hospital queuing: Effective queue management in hospital and crowd control are the major issues in hospitals. 

To predict the waiting time for each Patient Treatment Time Prediction algorithm is proposed which saves 

patients time as well as frustration among them [5]. Here HQR calculates the efficient plans for the patients. 

Remote Sensing: The devices which observes our plant from different perspective for making our lives easier. 

The applications where such data are used from urban planning, climate or hazard.  

 

III. BIG DATA IN LIFE INSURANCE PLANNING 

 

Big data has attracted every sector of industry even insurers. In this area 25% are planning, 25% are collecting 

data and 34% has started analyzing results using big data but much more work is needed to fully involve big 

data in this field. From the research it has been expected that two years from now, life insurers will use the big 

data and predictive analysis for customer relations, improve internal performance.  

3.1 Barriers and challenges to using big data 

Biggest challenge for life insurers is infrastructure limitations (71%), financial constraints (54%), lack of 

knowledge and expertise (34%). 

 

3.2 Ways to improve claims made in insurance processing using big data 

Fraud- It is estimated that about 10% claims are fraud. Most of the work is rule based which can be easily be 

transformed according to the requirement .Predictive analysis using database search and exception identifying 

fraud. Subrogation- Often subrogation is neglected in large datasets. Using this opportunity maximizes loss 

recovery and minimizes losses. Settlement- When a claim is made, for settling the claim payment is made to 

whoever holding the policy. But such settling can lead to cost if overpay. By analyzing the claims made earlier, 

instant payouts can be optimized or claim cycle can be shortened. Loss reserve- Prediction of size and duration 

of claim reported is nearly impossible. Loss reserve can be calculated by comparing the similar claims. Using 

updated data, analyst can make decision to understand the future claims. Litigation- Insurers uses analytics to 

calculate litigation score to predict the claims that result in one or other form of litigation. Such results can lead 

to settle the claims that are creating problems.  
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(A)           (B) 

Fig –Source:https://knoema.com/WLDINS2016/world-insurance-in-2014-back-to-life (a)premium ranking in 

life insurance made in various countries including India, result is in USD (b)share of total business in insurance, 

result is in percentage 

3.3 Future use 

For big data analysis top future uses of life insurers will include transforming business models, expanding 

customer relationships, enhancing customer value proposition and improving performance management. Survey 

says that all these factors will triple double its percentage by 2017[Willis tower Watson’s 2015 North America 

Life Insurance CFO survey on big data and predictive analysis]. 

IV. BIG DATA TOOL- HADOOP 

Hadoop is an open-source software framework to store data and run applications on clusters of commodity 

hardware. It possess capabilities such as large storage of any kind of data, immense processing power and 

handling of virtually unlimited concurrent tasks or jobs. It is a free Java-based programming framework that 

processes large data sets in a distributed computing environment. It is included in the Apache project which is 

sponsored by the Apache Software Foundation. Hadoop was created by Doug Cutting, who termed the 

framework after his child’s stuffed toy elephant. Hadoop was influenced by Google’s Map-Reduce , a software 

framework where an application is divided into various small parts. These parts are also called fragments or 

blocks. Each of these parts can be made to run on any node in the cluster. The Apache Hadoop ecosystem is 

comprised of the Hadoop kernel, Hadoop distributed file system(HDFS), Map-Reduce and a handful of projects 

which include Apache Hive, HBase and Zookeeper. Hadoop enables applications to be run on systems 

consisting of thousands of nodes and dealing in thousands of terabytes. Hadoop distributed file system(HDFS) 

permits the system to continuously operate during a node failure, by speeding up rapid data transfer rates amidst 

nodes. This leads to reducing the risk of catastrophic system failure, although a notable number of nodes are not 

functioning. Google, Yahoo, IBM etc make use of the Hadoop framework, which includes applications 

https://knoema.com/WLDINS2016/world-insurance-in-2014-back-to-life
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comprising of search engines and advertising. Hadoop prefers the operating systems – Windows and Linux. But 

it has the ability to work with BSD and OS X.       

 

4.1 Features of Hadoop 

 It has the capability to store and process huge amounts of any kind of data, at a fast rate. 

 Computing power: Hadoop has the ability to process big data quickly. 

 Fault tolerance: Data and application processing are safeguarded against hardware failure. 

 Flexibility: Unlike traditional relational databases, it is not required to pre-process data before storing it. 

One can store as much data as one wants and decide how to use it later. 

 Low cost: The open-source framework is available for free and makes use of commodity hardware for the 

storage of  large amount of data. 

 Scalability: One can easily grow one’s system to handle more data simply by adding nodes. 

 

4.2 SPARK 

Another open source big data processing framework is Apache Spark. It possesses advantages like speed, ease 

of use, and sophisticated analytics.  

 

4.3 Features of Spark 

 In case of Spark, less expensive shuffles are involved in the data processing. In-memory data storage and 

near real-time processing are possible here, which leads to faster performance. 

 Also, lazy evaluation of big data queries are done in Spark. As a result, the various steps involved in data 

processing workflows are optimized. Higher level API is used in Spark for improving developer 

productivity. Also, a consistent architect model is involved for handling big data solutions. 

 Spark uses an approach wherein intermediate results gets stored in memory instead of getting stored in 

disk. This approach is very handy especially in the case where one needs to work on the same dataset 

multiple times. 

 Spark stores data in memory as much as possible. Next the data is stored in disk. It stores a portion of a 

data set in memory. The remaining amount of data is stored on the disk. One has to take into account data 

and use cases, while assessing the memory requirements. 

 

4.4 Advantages of Spark 

 A unified, comprehensive framework is used in Spark, so as to handle big data processing requirements.  

 Using Spark, applications in Hadoop are made to run quicker both  in memory and disk. 

 Applications can be written in Python, Java, Scala etc. with the help of Spark.  

 Various concepts such as machine learning, streaming data, SQL queries and graph data processing are 

supported in Spark. 

 Runs everywhere: Spark runs on various platforms including Hadoop, Mesos, standalone, cloud. Moreover 

it can access diverse data sources, which includes HDFS, Cassandra, HBase and S3. 
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V. COMPARISON OF HADOOP AND SPARK 

 

ASPECT HADOOP  SPARK 

 Difficulty: 

 

 Interactive mode: 

  

Streaming: 

 

 

Performance: 

 

 Latency: 

 

 

Ease of coding: 

 

Graph processing: 

 

 

 

Hardware requirements: 

 Cores 

 Memory 

 Disks 

 Network 

Failure tolerance: 

 

 

Security: 

 

It is difficult to program and requires 

abstractions. 

It has no in-built interactive mode with 

the exception of Pig and Hive. 

It generate reports that are used to find 

answers to historical queries. 

 

It does not make use of the memory of 

the Hadoop cluster to the maximum.  

It is completely disk oriented. 

 

 

It is both a complex and lengthy process 

to write Hadoop pipelines.  

The data has to be read from the disk and 

written back every time, which leads to 

increasing of the latency, and thus 

Hadoop is slower. 

 

4 

24 GB 

4-6 one-TB disks 

1 GB Ethernet all-to-all 

Both display good failure tolerance 

property, but Hadoop is a little more 

tolerant as compared to Spark. 

It possesses more security. 

 

 

 

It is easy to program and does not need any 

abstractions. 

It has interactive mode. 

 

It is used to perform streaming, batch 

processing and machine learning, all in the 

same cluster.   

It can process batch processing jobs almost 

10 to 100 times faster than Hadoop. 

It assures lower latency computations. It does 

so by caching the partial results across its 

memory of distributed workers. 

It is always compact to write Spark code than 

to write Hadoop code. 

It consists of a Graph computation library 

GraphX, which is very fast, and thus Spark is 

faster. 

 

 

8-16 

8 GB to hundreds of gigabytes 

4-8 

10 GB or more 

Spark is slightly less tolerant as compared to 

Hadoop. 

 

It possesses less security. 

 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

Big data is the area which has attracted many new fields. Data is collected from sources and analyzed for 

making future decisions which may help in one way or the other. Many applications of big data are listed in 

paper. Insurance planning is one field where big data analysis is not used at that extend and is increasing day by 

day. Many tools can be used for analyzing huge data, such as hadoop or spark. Comparison between both tools 
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is being listed and concluding spark is better tool for analyzing. But it consumes lot of memory and issues 

related to its consumption.  
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